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Intelligence (AI) research already predict some sort of multi-functional, cognitive capabilities and the ability to make decisions given complex scenarios. Therefore, digital transformation in accounting needs to be seen as an ongoing process that ultimately may lead to a fully autonomous accounting system (FAAS), which will be defined later in this paper. Such a fully autonomous accounting system would include (AI) based cognition and high-level decision making as special and new areas within the wider field of accounting. Of course, such developments are necessarily embedded within a larger societal change process induced amongst by a variety of technological advancements (Vial, 2019) and societal movements (Colignon and Covaleski, 1991; Englund et al., 2011; Hopwood, 1983).

With this special issue, we thus like to invite and motivate the community of scholars interested in digital accounting to collaborate, to take in the various field-specific perspectives and to finally holistically map and delineate the field of digital accounting. For this, we propose an early framework and a research agenda that may unite and guide researchers towards a holistic understanding of the field.

In addition, and for this special issue we have asked grad-students and researchers from the department of accounting at the Hanken School of Economics, Helsinki to provide their research papers and perspectives on the “whatness” of Digital Accounting.

Utopian Spotlights of a Fully Autonomous Accounting

Here we provide a selection of five spotlights on different aspects of digital accounting to illustrate the insights we have gained so far from an ongoing delphi study on this topic.

Spotlight 1: Extending the customer base

A new customer X in a B2B scenario sends an inquiry for a certain quantity of our top-selling product A. The AI deploys a robot to crawl all external data sources including company-register, company web-site, social-media, banks and triangulates the findings with the response from the credit-agency. The credit-worthiness has been confirmed and starts a price calculation that includes current sales and production-capacities as well as the previously determined credit-risk. The price is confirmed by X and we receive a full order. Immediately, a robot transfers all data from the order as well as the previously retrieved additional data from the crawler into a newly generated customer item within the virtual data store and logs the order into the ERP subsystem.

Spotlight 2: Ad-hoc reporting and decision support

Our marketing manager receives information from a media partner that a top athlete and multiple medal winner would be available for a long-term sponsorship contract. The marketing manager sends an ad hoc request to the FAAS via voice recognition to get decision support. The FAAS assesses the effects of sponsoring on the image values and price willingness of the customers, updates the sales forecast, checks the available advertising budget or suggests budget reallocations and, taking into account a risk assessment, makes a final recommendation on the range of the rationally justifiable sponsoring amount.
Spotlight 3: FAAS-warning message

Early in the morning the production manager arrives at the office and asks the FAAS to provide an internal status report and update in natural language by asking “What's news?”. The FAAS scans all relevant real-time reports and data trends and compiles the top news. The FAAS places the focus on a warning message that requires immediate action: “Current machine sensor data indicate urgent maintenance work in a production plant”. In the background, the system has already checked possible production shifts to another flexible manufacturing cell as well as outsourcing options and has determined the cost-optimal time for the upcoming maintenance work, taking into account adherence to delivery dates and maintaining a high level of customer satisfaction. The gathered data is presented as a working scenario and potential solution to the manager. After her confirmation, the FAAS automatically initiates the execution of the plan. Based on the severity of this maintenance, the FAAS classifies it as a major inspection according to current GAAP (generally accepted accounting principles), recalculates the real-time forecasts and updates the top-management reports.

Spotlight 4: Valuation of a Leasing Contract using timely WACC

Our FAAS applies AI for the extraction of lease data attributed from the contracts and for the following classification, valuation and presentation of leasing contracts in the financial reports. In addition to the classification of the leasing contract, several internal as well as external information sources are used by the FAAS to calculate the average weighted capital costs (WACC) for each contract based on the commencing dates and maturity. For this, yield rates based on the maturity as well as current risk-based equity costs are calculated. Because of differences between the various applicable, local and international accounting and taxation standards, the FAAS acts accordingly concerning the classification, recognition, measurement and reporting. The data and underlying set of applied rules is automatically transferred to the contracted auditing firm.

Spotlight 5: Reflecting Strategic Decisions in the Accounting System: The Case of End-of-Life of a major product line

Product line B has seen the best of its days. With a number of product variations and related, then well-crafted cost-centres, line B was among the core lines of the company for a long time. Due to innovation and inevitable changes in the markets, the board has decided to cease line B three years ago and the sales and production transition is now complete. In an attempt to reflect these changes now in the accounting system and to clear it from any remaining clutter, the FAAS has now been tasked to take care of the necessary steps. The AI first takes into account respective regulations for financial accounting and also considers the change in demand for internal information on all levels. All data and features that need to be kept for external regulatory compliance are archived and marked with a due date for deletion, and the internal accounting structure is adapted by marking the cost-centres as obsolete, deleting all related items for possible new entries in the ERP system, adjusting the calculations for the various key performance indicators (KPIs), and by remodelling and optimising the management dash-boards to make better use of the now empty space. It then provides an update to the CFO including how the sales volumes of the discontinued line B have already been successfully transferred to the new lines by the individual customers and creates a list of recommendations for the sales team which customers might need to be better addressed as their current volumes indicate that they have replaced B by alternative products from outside of our company.
Discussing a Research Agenda in 5 Items

We invite and want to motivate the community of scholars to collaborate and interlink the various field-specific perspectives with the ultimate aim to holistically map and delineate the field of digital accounting.

This research agenda may help to better understand the digital transformation towards a fully autonomous accounting and may also assist to make this very transformation happen by providing empirical data-based guidance to practitioners as well as policymakers. The outcome of our collective research should also inform society on the broader opportunities and threats stemming from a fully autonomous accounting and help them form an educated opinion on the implied societal changes with its ethical challenges.

The agenda is structured into the following five perspectives as follows in figure 2.

![Figure 1 Perspectives on Research in Digital Accounting, source: authors](image)

The research agenda for the field of digital accounting finally comprises five perspectives, namely organisation, individual, regulation, innovation and ethics, and potential theories within each of these perspectives are proposed.

*We sincerely hope you enjoy this special issue of the ACRN Oxford Journal of Finance and Risk Perspectives on Digital Accounting, and are looking forward to your replies and comments, and to further research papers on this fascinating topic.*

*We would also like to extend a special thank you to Prof Minna Martikainen from the Hanken School of Economics, Helsinki for her fantastic support and co-editorship and to all the authors in this special issue from Hanken who dedicated a lot of time and resources to come up with insights and research papers from a great variety of perspectives.*
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